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The draft guidelines are helpful, easy to read and offer pharmacists a guide to the requirements necessary. The following issues need addressing –

**Specific questions**

*Do the draft guidelines clearly differentiate between simple compounding and complex compounding?*

The delineation between the two groups is appropriate. However, the inclusion of monoclonal antibodies under “complex compounding” should be reconsidered. There has been much work on the preparation of monoclonal antibodies recently in regards both the occupational health and safety aspects as well as the complexity aspects. It may be prudent to not class all monoclonal antibodies together, but consider each as an individual entity.


**Other comments**

Page 7: “If employed in a public hospital...”

Is the intent of this sentence to allow pharmacists in one public hospital to prepare simple and/or complex compounding for administration to patients in another hospital in the same state or territory? It seems to contradict the earlier sentence “Pharmacists may only supply medicines...”

Page 9: *These guidelines must be read in conjunction with*

The suggested list of guidelines should be reviewed. The 4th dot point is redundant (from memory also receded by SHPA). One other standard which should be included is:

Page 12: Compounding of parenteral medicines in advance

The final sentence in this section is ambiguous. Many medicines are compounded by hospital pharmacy departments which may be administered as a continuous infusion over 7 days, or which have a shelf life of greater than 24 hours. This final sentence suggests that items with a shelf life of more than 24 hours must be compounded elsewhere? Is this the intent of this sentence?

Page 13: Facilities, working environments and equipment

One major issue lacking in these guidelines is guidance on appropriate workload. One major source of error in compounding is fatigue. Therefore, it is imperative that these guidelines offer a reasonable and appropriate benchmark for staff numbers for complex compounding. For example, how many complex compounding items is considered acceptable for one staff member to prepare in a set period of time?

There has been substantial evidence on workplace contamination with cytotoxic agents, both in Australia\textsuperscript{3,4} and overseas.\textsuperscript{5,6} These are despite compliance with accepted standards of practice. It would seem appropriate for these guidelines to include a statement on the importance of closed system drug transfer devices in the compounding of complex medicines where an occupational health and safety concern exists. These devices minimise the risk of occupational exposure to hazardous agents, as well as eliminate needle stick injury (page 14, section 6).


Page 16: Reference texts

The “Australian injectable drugs handbook” is an SHPA publication and should be acknowledged.
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